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I Learning objective, learning outcome and prerequisites 
Abstract  
The series of research seminars covers diverse issues, both topical and trending, in the area 
of asset pricing and asset allocation. The area is an integral part of finance science and 
practice and it has been continuously evolving due to exciting innovations. Therefore, it is 
utterly important to be confident in understanding the function of asset pricing and asset 
allocation at an advanced level. 
 
The series of research seminars provides a good opportunity for students to focus (in addi-
tion to corporate finance) on dealing with securities markets that will make their future 
career path more flexible. 
 
Learning objectives 
The course is aimed at assisting student in broadening and deepening the pool of 
knowledge in asset pricing and asset allocation:   
 Helping students to understand the way asset pricing and asset allocation models 

work and the rationale they are based on; the way complex assets are designed and 
the role they play in trading strategies; 

 Encouraging students to commence an independent research project: identification 
and clarification of the research question, accumulation of relevant arguments and 
views reported in the literature;  

 Encouraging students to proceed with their independent research project: reflect on 
potential pitfalls, specify empirical testing procedures, draw meaningful conclusions; 
critically evaluate academic articles and formulate a feedback. 

 
Learning outcomes 
Upon completion of the course students are supposed to acquire:  
 Technical skills required to advance in the practice of model-building and to perform 

selected empirical testing (copula modelling, cointegration techniques, etc.); 
 Analytical skills required to perform elaborate analysis of the actual state and emerg-

ing trends in asset pricing and asset allocation;  



 Academic skills required to complete their independent research project (writing in a 
scholarly style) and value-added skills required to successfully defence it (delivering 
engaging presentations, communicating effectively with an audience, etc.). 

 
Course Prerequisites 
The course is complimentary to the Theory of Finance and Asset Management courses 
which are both advisable. 
 

II Course outline 

The series of research seminars is given in two study formats: taught seminars and discus-
sion seminars which alternate each other. Depending on the seminar content a tutor or a 
student (a group of students) will lead the seminar.  

Taught seminars are designed to familiarise students with topical and trending issues in 
the area of asset pricing and asset allocation as well as with some empirical testing frame-
works. Discussion seminars are designed to deepen and broaden the acquired knowledge 
as well as to help student progress in their independent research projects.  

Issues for discussion encompass but are not limited to*: 

− Equilibrium models and arbitrage-free models; 
− Sources of systematic and unsystematic influence in asset returns; Factor models;  
− Advanced and ethical bond market: floaters, inverse floaters, bonds with embedded 

options, junk bonds, cat bonds, green bonds;  
− Investment styles: growth, value, contrarian, momentum, liquidity, etc.; 
− Separation of alpha and beta; manager’s capacity to add value; asset picking and mar-

ket timing; portfolio performance measurement and attribution; performance-based 
fee versus asset-based fee; 

− Increasing a company’s value with derivative hedging;  
− Efficient markets; frictional costs measurement; speculative bubbles; 
− Alternative investment; 
− Psychological aspects of investment. 

Empirical testing frameworks encompass but are not limited to*: 

− Copula modelling; 
− Cointegration; restricted and unrestricted process. 

* These may be subject to change depending on what research questions are addressed in 
master’s theses of the course attendees. 
 

III Guidelines for knowledge assessment 

Students’ performance is evaluated on a 10-point mark scale as follows: 



Points Description 
10 Distinguished performance 
8-9 Excellent performance 
6-7 Good performance 
4-5 Satisfactory performance 
0-3 Fail 

The rounding of the definitive grade is conducted in accordance with the standard mathe-
matical rounding rules. The rounding of the intermediate grades is not conducted to avoid 
rounding biases. 

The series of research seminars is delivered in modules I, II, III. Students receive intermedi-
ate grades at the end of each module. Students receive definitive grades at the end of the 
course which are equally weighted averages of the intermediate grades. The assessment 
methods include tests, mini-research projects for team work, presentations.  

Since the course is closely designed around helping students control their research process, 
students will be required to give presentations at the end of each module on the key steps 
of their independent research projects: identification and clarification of the research ques-
tion (module I), methodological design (module II), preliminary results (module III). These 
presentations will be assessed and will contribute to the intermediate grades. 

Make-up policies and policies on late work 

There are no make-up policies and policies on late work. If a student fails to give a presen-
tation or to take a test and does not have a good excuse, this student will get a null grade. If 
a student fails to give a presentation or to take a test with a good excuse (a documented 
medical emergency) weights in the definitive grade for this student will be fairly adjusted. 
If a student is late for more than 15 minutes with his/her presentation, this student will get 
a null grade for the presentation.  

IV Sample questions 
There are no control tools with blocking capacity for the course. 

V Recourses 

Required readings: 

Really, F.K., Brown, K.C. Investment Analysis and Portfolio management. 10th edition. 
South-Western Cengage Learning. 

Additional readings: 

 



Managing Investing Portfolios: A Dynamic Process. Edited By J. Magnin, D. Tuttle, D. 
McLeavey, J. Pinto. 3rd Edition. J. Wiley & Sons, 2007. 

Students are encouraged to search through the following journals for relevant articles: 
Journal of Portfolio Management, the Journal of Asset Management, Journal of Investment 
Management, Journal of Finance, The Review of Finance, Journal of Financial Markets. 

VI Software support and special equipment 

Lecture rooms equipped with a laptop connected to a multimedia projector with remote 
control. 


